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a b s t r a c t 

The data are collected from a human subjects study in 

which 100 participants solve chess puzzle problems with ar- 

tificial intelligence (AI) assistance. The participants are as- 

signed to one of the two experimental conditions determined 

by the direction of the change in AI performance at prob- 

lem 20: 1) high- to low-performing and 2) low- to high- 

performing. The dataset contains information about the par- 

ticipants’ move before an AI suggestion, the goodness eval- 

uation score of these moves, AI suggestion, feedback, and 

the participants’ confidence in AI and self-confidence dur- 

ing three initial practice problems and 30 experimental prob- 

lems. The dataset contains 100 CSV files, one per participant. 

There is opportunity for this dataset to be utilized in vari- 

ous domains that research human-AI collaboration scenarios 

such as human-computer interaction, psychology, computer 

science, and team management in engineering/business. Not 

only can the dataset enable further cognitive and behavioral 

analysis in human-AI collaboration contexts but also provide 

an experimental platform to develop and test future confi- 

dence calibration methods. 
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pecifications Table 

Subject: Computer Science 

Specific subject area: Human-Computer Interaction 

Type of data: Table 

How the data were acquired: A human subjects experiment using a Python interface is conducted to acquire 

the data. In the experiment, each participant solves 30 chess puzzle problems 

in which the best next chess move is to be made given a chess board state. In 

each problem, participants first make their best move independently, are given 

a suggestion from an artificial intelligence (AI) assistant, and make their final 

move considering the AI suggestion. Participants are then given feedback on 

their final move and are asked to report their confidence in AI and 

self-confidence in a 5-point Likert scale. During the experiment, the Python 

interface collects trial-by-trial log of the move decisions, feedback, and 

self-reported confidence in AI and self-confidence. 

Data format: Raw 

Description of data collection: The experiment includes two conditions where: (1) AI is high-performing (80% 

accuracy) for the first 20 problems and low-performing (20% accuracy) for the 

following 10 problems; (2) AI is low-performing (20% accuracy) for the first 20 

problems and high-performing (80% accuracy) for the following 10 problems. 

Data source location: • Institution: Carnegie Mellon University 

• City/Town/Region: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 

• Country: United States of America 

Data accessibility: Repository name: Mendeley Data 

Data identification number: 

Direct URL to data: https://doi.org/10.17632/ng33vg479n.1 

Related research article: L. Chong, G. Zhang, K. Goucher-Lambert, K. Kotovsky, J. Cagan, Human 

confidence in artificial intelligence and in themselves: The evolution and 

impact of confidence on adoption of AI advice, Computers in Human Behavior 

127 (2022) 107018. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2021.107018 [1] 

alue of the Data 

• The data advance the understanding of human cognition during artificial intelligence (AI)-

assisted decision-making scenarios by providing dynamic and trial-by-trial empirical data on

AI input, feedback, confidence, and decisions during an AI-assisted decision-making task. 

• The data allow assessment of how humans’ confidence in AI and self-confidence react to

different levels of AI performance by intentionally varying the accuracy of the AI algorithm. 

• The data can benefit researchers in various domains that study human-AI collaborative

problem-solving scenarios, including computer science, human-computer interaction, psy-

chology, and business. 

• This data can be used for behavioral analysis to understand the human cognition and

decision-making during human-AI sequential problem-solving. Specifically, the data can re-

veal information about the relationships or interaction effects between human experience,

feedback, human confidence, and decisions. 

• The data may help design future experiments that explore other psychological factors in

human-AI collaboration, such as emotion, to deepen the understanding. 

• This data can be used to inform future experiments that develop and test confidence calibra-

tion methods to improve human-AI collaborative performance. The data can also play a role

as a reference/baseline to compare the results from future experiments against. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
https://doi.org/10.17632/ng33vg479n.1
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2021.107018
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1. Objective 

This dataset is collected for the published research article that studies how human confi-

dence in AI and self-confidence evolve in response to trial-by-trial experience, AI performance,

and feedback, as well as the relationship between human confidence and their decision-making.

The human data are fitted to a dynamic model of human confidence proposed by the research

article to reveal how various types of experience during AI-assisted decision-making affect hu-

man confidence levels. 

2. Data Description 

All data collected from the human subjects experiment are published on Mendeley Data and

uploaded in the supplementary material as a ZIP file (Data.zip). The ZIP file contains 100 CSV

files. Each CSV file represents each participant’s data and is entitled “data#_#”. The first # indi-

cates the participant number, and the second # indicates the condition number. 

In each file, Row 1 lists the column headings of the data. The following rows are recorded

in chronological order. Row 2 records the participant’s self-reported, initial self-confidence and

confidence in AI before any interactions with the AI. Rows 3-5 are collected data from the three

practice chess puzzle problems. Row 6 then records the accumulated score from the three prac-

tice problems. Rows 7-36 are collected data from the 30 chess puzzle problems in the experi-

ment. Finally, the last row (i.e., Row 37) reports the participant’s final score accumulated from

the 30 problems. Descriptions of the column headings (in Row 1 of every CSV file) are provided
in Table 1 . 

Table 1 

Descriptions of the columns in CSV files entitled “data#_#”. 

Column header Description 

wmove Last move by the opponent (i.e., white). This is recorded in the format [first 

position][latter position] where the positions are determined as shown in the grid in 

Fig. 1 . For example, c4d5 means the white piece from position c4 was moved to 

position d5. 

allgoodmoves The top seven moves that can be made from the chess board state (i.e., the given 

chess puzzle problem) and their evaluation scores (in descending order). Note that the 

first move/score on the list corresponds to the AI’s good suggestion and the last 

move/score on the list corresponds to the AI’s bad suggestion. 

bmove1 Participant (i.e., black)’s move before receiving AI suggestion. This is recorded in the 

same format as wmove. 

aisugg AI’s suggestion. This is recorded in the same format as wmove. 

multiPV Ranking of the AI suggestion. This value is 1 when the AI suggested the top move (i.e., 

good AI suggestion) and 7 when the AI suggested the 7 th top move (i.e., bad AI 

suggestion). 

bmove2 Participant ‘s move after receiving AI suggestion. This is recorded in the same format 

as wmove. 

feedback1 Whether the bmove1 was an advantageous or disadvantageous move. 5 if 

advantageous and -5 if disadvantageous. This feedback is not provided to the 

participants. 

feedback2 Whether the bmove2 was an advantageous or disadvantageous move. 5 if 

advantageous and -5 if disadvantageous. This feedback is provided to the participants. 

selfconf Participant’s reported self-confidence. This value is either 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, or 1, each 

corresponding to each response in a 5-point Likert scale. 

aiconf Participant’s reported confidence in AI. This value is either 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, or 1. 

fen before white move Chess board state before the last move by the opponent (i.e., wmove). The chess board 

state is recorded in a standard notation, Forsyth-Edwards Notation (FEN). 

fen before black move Chess board state before participant’s move (i.e., given chess puzzle problem). This is 

recorded in FEN. 
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Fig. 1. Grid notation for chess piece positions. 
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. Experimental Design, Materials and Methods 

The data is collected through a controlled, human subjects experiment, which is conducted

nline using Amazon Web Services. The experiment is designed to study how AI performance

nd participants’ trial-by-trial experience vary human confidence in AI and self-confidence dur-

ng AI-assisted decision-making and how these confidences impact their decision to accept or

eject AI suggestions. 

The experimental task is to solve 30 chess puzzle problems with AI assistance. In each prob-

em, participants are asked to make the best next move given a chess board state. The chess

oard states of the 30 problems are selected from a publicly available online database of mate-

n-4 board states ( https://wtharvey.com/m8n4.txt ) to provide a similar level of problem diffi-

ulty throughout the experiment. Given that the participants can only make one best move per

roblem, mate-in-4 board states ensure that the problem is not too open-ended while keeping

iverse move options. 

The conditions of the study are determined by the AI performance (i.e., accuracy of the AI

uggestions) change. In the first condition, the AI is initially highly performing with 80% accuracy

i.e., provide good suggestions 80% of the time) during the first 20 problems and changes to be

oorly performing with 20% accuracy during the following 10 problems. In the second condition,

he order in which the AI performance changes is flipped, therefore changing from a poorly

erforming AI to a high performing AI. 

There are 100 participants in this experiment, who are randomly assigned to each condi-

ion (50 per condition). All participants are fluent English speakers and know the rules to chess

rior to the experiment. They are recruited in accordance with a protocol approved by Carnegie

ellon University’s Institutional Review Board. 

Each participant is assigned to a 90-minute time slot in which they sign into a Zoom session.

nce everyone in the session is checked in, informed consent is collected from all the partici-

ants via Google Forms. Only those who signed the consent participate in the experiment. Once

he consent is signed, the participants receive an email containing the step-by-step instructions

or the experiment, and their experiment session begins. 

During the experiment, the participants first read through a detailed explanation of the chess

uzzle task. They are informed at this step that those with a final score that is greater than 40

https://wtharvey.com/m8n4.txt
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will receive an extra monetary prize. Then, they are given three practice problems, followed by

the 30 problems. The data includes information from all 33 problems. The following procedure

is performed during each problem: 

1) Participant selects their best move before receiving AI suggestion (i.e., unassisted move); 

2) Participant receives the AI suggestion; 

3) Participant makes their final move decision (i.e., assisted move); 

4) Participant receives feedback (i.e., “This move was advantageous.” or “This move was dis-

advantageous.”) on their final move; 

5) Participant reports their self-confidence; 

6) Participant reports their confidence in AI. 

Any step that requires evaluation of chess moves uses the open-source chess engine called

Stockfish ( https://github.com/official-stockfish/Stockfish.git ). The Stockfish algorithm performs a 

minimax search tree to list and evaluate all possible moves from the given chess board state.

Positive evaluation score means the move is advantageous, and negative evaluation score means

the move is disadvantageous. In Step 2, when AI is 80% accurate (first 20 problems in the first

condition and the last 10 problems in the second condition), AI suggests the move with the best

evaluation score 80% of the time and the move with the 7 th best evaluation score the other

20% of the time. The best move is ensured to be always advantageous with a positive evaluation

score, and the 7 th best move is ensured to be always disadvantageous with a negative evaluation

score. In Step 4, the feedback is also based on this evaluation score calculated by the Stockfish

algorithm. For example, if the final move by participants has a positive evaluation score, the

feedback reads “This move was advantageous”. During the 30 problems, positive feedback (i.e.,

advantageous move) leads the participants to gain 5 points, and negative feedback (i.e., disad-

vantageous move) leads them to lose 5 points. 

For participants’ confidence reports, a 5-point Likert scale is used to quantify their confidence

levels. For self-confidence, the participants are asked “How good are you in making good chess

moves?”. They select from the following answers: “Very good”, “Good”, “Neutral”, “Bad”, and

“Very bad” which each correspond to quantitative values 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, and 0. Similarly, for

confidence in AI, the participants are asked “How good is the AI in making good chess moves?”

and select an answer from the same five choices. 
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